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In his adaptation of  William Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus, Edward Ravenscroft, despite preserving 

most of  Shakespeare’s original play, provides Saturninus, the Emperor of  Rome, with a peculiar new 

line in the final act of  the play. In this scene, Tamora, the Queen of  the Goths, will be murdered by 

Titus, which will cause Saturninus to kill Titus, which prompts Titus’s son Lucius to avenge his 

father’s death. The tension is palpable minutes before this slaughter takes place, as Saturninus and 

Tamora sit down for a feast provided by Titus himself. While Titus “play[s] the cook” (5.2.204), 

Lavinia stands silently onstage, her face veiled to the banquet’s guests. This veil masks the mutilation 

she has received at Tamora’s behest: just two scenes prior, Lavinia was savagely raped and mutilated 

by Tamora’s sons Chiron and Demetrius, and during this assault, her attackers ripped out her tongue 

and cut off  her hands. When she enters the banquet in Act 5 veiled, Saturninus, being perhaps the 

only person in the room not aware of  Lavinia’s fate, asks Titus, “Why is that Lady Veil’d?” (40) 

Up to this point in both Shakespeare’s and Ravenscroft’s versions of  the play, Saturninus has 

been the voice of  an unfit ruler, a man who commands a governing body that he does not operate 

effectively. It is strange that he, in the madness of  the banquet scene, is the sole voice of  reason, 

articulating a question that perhaps audience members themselves consider when Lavinia reappears 

onstage. In this bizarre moment of  clarity, despite Saturninus’s blindness to Lavinia’s condition as 

both a sexual assault survivor and a victim of  his wife Tamora’s inexplicable cruelty, he asks precisely 

the question that Titus and readers of  Titus should ask of  his daughter—why is that lady veiled? 

How is she literally and figuratively veiled? What must be done to unveil her? How do systems of  

power actively and continuously veil her? 

This paper will consider the original context of  Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus, issues 

pertinent to the play, including laws around revenge, consent, and marital rights, and two adaptations 

of  Titus Andronicus, those of  Edward Ravenscroft and Peter Brook, with the ultimate goal of  

answering Saturninus’s question. Further, this project will illuminate the effects of  state power on 
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the delinquent civilian, specifically the female civilian who operates under significant social and 

political pressures outside of  the male civilian’s perception.  

The plot of  Shakespeare’s play occurs as follows: after Titus Andronicus refuses to spare 

Tamora’s firstborn son’s life, Tamora vows to take revenge on the tyrant. This revenge plot is a 

multi-step plan, which involves: 1) murdering the Emperor Saturninus’s brother Bassianus, 2) 

sending her sons Chiron and Demetrius to rape and subsequently mutilate Lavinia to prevent her 

from relaying their crimes, 3) framing Titus’s sons Quintus and Martius for Bassianus’s murder, and 

4) convincing Titus that cutting off  his hand and delivering it to the Emperor will spare the life of  

his sons, only to return his hand and the heads of  his sons to him. Titus, after suffering these 

crippling blows, then decides to execute Chiron and Demetrius and cook them into pies, which he 

feeds to Tamora before killing her. As mentioned, Saturninus, in response, slays the protagonist. 

Thus, the cycle of  revenge ends only with the death of  both Tamora and Titus at this banquet.  

The violence perpetuated against Lavinia was undoubtedly not unique to Elizabethan 

audiences, who were accustomed to attending public executions and passing the heads of  traitors on 

a stroll across the London Bridge—according to Nicholl, “There were usually a good number of  

heads on display. The most referred to in written records was around thirty-four, a fact recorded by 

a German visitor to London (Paul Hentzner) at the end of  the sixteenth century” (2016).  

However, the audience’s desensitization to the violence in the play is not merely a byproduct 

of  their contemporary day, but rather an indication of  a larger system in which the rape and 

mutilation of  women were commonplace, engrained through a culture that, according to Foucault, 

“intend[s], either by the scar it leaves on the body, or by the spectacle that accompanies it, to brand 

the victim with infamy” (34). Punishment exists in various forms, but specifically in the context of  

the sexual violence in Shakespeare’s play, I am interested in rape and mutilation as punishment for 

the dissenting woman as well as punishment as a social and political concept. In the culture of  the 
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play, as in the culture of  our present day, punishment does not exist merely to regulate dissent 

among the population, but rather to create a culture of  punishment. The civilian should not fear 

punishment simply because it is the result of  committing an illegal or immoral act, but because it 

demonstrates the holistic and omniscient power of  the state. 

But before I continue my examination of  punishment, I must outline Lavinia’s various 

infractions, which serve as the justification for her punishment. Lavinia, despite appearing to be the 

pinnacle of  femininity and grace at the play’s onset, is humiliated, defaced, and “deflowered” (2.3.26) 

as a result of  several infractions. These infractions include failing to marry the man that her father 

decided she would marry, openly defying a woman of  higher social and political rank (Tamora), and, 

paradoxically, failing to prevent her own rape. The last point illustrates the impossible standards for 

femininity that Lavinia must adhere to; after her assault, which functions as punishment for her 

previous transgressions, Lavinia then transgresses by losing her value as a virgin through her rape. In 

sum, Lavinia is in a constant state of  transgressing and atoning for her transgressions, with her death 

at the play’s conclusion serving as a feeble final act of  atonement. 

Contemporary readers have no trouble seeing Lavinia’s fate as deeply disturbing; after her 

horrific assault, she aids Titus in executing revenge against her attackers, only to be murdered by her 

father in front of  the guests at the banquet. Titus’s justification for this ritualized killing is that he 

must “[k]ill her for whom [his] tears have made [him] blind” (5.3.48). After this horrific display, Titus 

returns to the original task at hand, and promptly stabs Tamora. As such, Lavinia’s death becomes a 

mere afterthought to the conclusion of  the central revenge plot of  the play. 

There is far less sympathy granted for the Queen of  the Goths. Despite Tamora’s cruel 

deeds—and her deeds are arguably the cruelest in Shakespeare—she is as much a victim of  Titus’s 

tyranny as Titus is of  hers. After all, the instigating action for her revenge plot was the murder of  

her firstborn son, on behalf  of  whom she valiantly and eloquently begs, but her pleas fall on deaf  
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ears; Titus responds coldly with “Patient yourself, madam, and pardon me” (1.1.133) before leading 

her son off  to his inevitable doom. Titus’s son Lucius displays a similar degree of  detachment when 

he delivers Tamora’s sentence at the play’s conclusion. Lucius, who has now been crowned Emperor, 

declares that Tamora be granted “[n]o funeral rite, nor man in mourning weed, / No man shall ring 

her burial,” and that she must be cast over the walls of  Rome, “throw[n]… forth to beasts and birds 

to prey” (5.3.195-7). While her plan and its execution are unquestionably vile, her fate is equally 

monstrous in the context of  other women characters. In this society, women who transgress, either 

by being raped or by demonstrating autonomy, meet such disturbing a fate. 

Indeed, while this project will focus primarily on the damaging silencing of  Lavinia, I will 

also touch on the problematic characterization of  Tamora in the source text and the adaptations 

previously listed. While her silencing is less overt, and her sentencing for her crime is not explicitly 

inscribed onto her live body, her corpse is made to atone for her crimes. Both women are made to 

answer for the sins of  womanhood through their bodies, demonstrating that to be a woman is to be 

trapped in embodied experience. 
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Setting of  Shakespeare’s Titus 

In order to begin to examine the stage history of  Lavinia and Tamora, we must begin with the 

cultural context within which Shakespeare’s play was written. My goal is to parallel contemporary 

audiences’ understandings of  consent, violence and mutilation with Shakespeare’s contemporary 

audience’s understandings of  the same material. 

The first chapter of  Fredson Bowers’ Elizabethan Revenge Tragedy, 1587-1642 (1940) examines 

various definitions of  revenge as outlined by English law at varying points in history. This chapter 

provides cultural and legal context for Shakespeare’s audiences’ understanding of  revenge, which 

allows the contemporary reader to surmise how his audiences reacted to such an elaborate revenge 

plot as that in Titus Andronicus and other tragedies. Particularly, I am interested in the various 

definitions of  private justice that are defined by both the church and the state of  England, and how 

those definitions might influence the audience’s sympathy for Titus’s fate in the play.  

 Bowers begins by briefly identifying various examples of  private justice. He defines private 

justice via the following analogy: 

[I]n the earliest times there could be no crime because there was no State. Instead, a simple 

injury was inflicted by one individual on another or on a group of  individuals bound 

together by the tie of  relationship. For redress of  this personal injury… the only possible 

action for the primitive individual was a direct revenge upon his injurer. (3)  

Despite this definition, the concept of  revenge becomes complicated by the inclusion of  outside 

parties in the act of  carrying out the revenge. According to this model, if  the matter is simply 

between two individuals, the conflict may easily be resolved or at least addressed.  

However, as history would later show, the central power of  the England, its monarchy, 

“made attempts to concern itself  in what had always been considered private wrongs” (5). This 

insertion of  the public governmental system into the private matters of  revenge would later invite 
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the Catholic church to intervene. This progression is a natural one, given the king’s position in 

purported direct connection to God. As Bowers notes, “[t]he king was paid a certain amount in 

criminal cases, and this requirement bolstered the idea that an offense against another subject was an 

offense against the king and state” (5). This requirement solidified the connection between the 

monarch’s role as a carrier of  justice and a religious figure. As a result of  this connection, private 

justice—just as were most crimes in early English history—was viewed as a crime against the state 

and against God. 

 At the time that Shakespeare would have staged Titus, audiences would have been familiar 

with the church’s strong stance against private revenge. Bowers cites Cleaver’s A Plaine and Familiar 

Exposition of  the Ten Commandments which notes the following about private revenge: 

[The revenger] strips himself  of  Gods protection, he neither can pray for a blessing, nor 

haue a blessing; because he is out of  Gods defence: he promiseth no shelter, neither do his 

Angels watch ouer him that is out of  his wayes. (13) 

With this religious context in mind, audiences of  Titus may have detected parallels between God’s 

condemnation of  private revenge and Titus’s apparent abandonment by the Roman gods in his time 

of  need.  The archery scene, in which Titus condemns the absent Astraea, goddess of  justice, 

depicts the point in which the audience acknowledges the repercussions for carrying out private 

revenge. Meanwhile, it is unclear whether Titus recognizes the fault in his actions: 

  [W]hen you come to Pluto’s region, 

I pray you to deliver him this petition. 

Tell him it is for justice and for aid, 

And that it comes from old Andronicus, 

Shaken with sorrows in ungrateful Rome. (4.3.13-7) 
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Ultimately, while Rome has indeed appeared “ungrateful” to a former war hero, that war hero has 

been similarly “ungrateful” to the state in his ignorance of  revenge as a moral transgression. As 

such, the results of  the play seem strangely justified: because Titus carried out private revenge by 

murdering Alarbus in exchange for the lives of  his sons who fell in battle, the gods, in a bizarre 

demonstration of  karma, allow him to fall victim to Tamora’s own cruel revenge plot. 

Interestingly, one could argue that the murder of  Alarbus is an example of  public revenge. 

While Bowers does not elaborate on the distinction between public and private revenge, he does cite 

Francis Bacon, whose short essay On Revenge (1625) provides a clearer distinction the two forms of  

revenge. Bacon points to the murders of  various public officials as examples of  public revenge, 

insinuating that public revenge is necessary while private revenge cannot be justified: 

Public revenges are for the most part fortunate; as that for the death of  Caesar; for the death 

of  Pertinax; for the death of  Henry the Third of  France; and many more. But in private 

revenges it is not so. Nay rather, vindictive persons live the life of  witches; who, as they are 

mischevious, so end they infortunate. (Bacon) 

Here, public revenge seems to refer to the necessary elimination of  a dictator or political leader. 

While Alarbus was not either, he was deeply intrenched in the politics of  the Gothic War by mere 

relation to the Queen of  the Goths. After all, Titus has no evidence that it was Alarbus who 

murdered his sons, so he has no grounds to claim the offense as a private one and thus no grounds 

for private revenge.  

Despite this discrepancy, in order for Elizabethan audiences to see the parallel between 

Titus’s murder of  Alarbus and the unfortunate fate that befalls Titus later in the play, they must 

interpret his infraction as private revenge. After all, Shakespeare’s tragedies are built upon the 

foundation that tragic protagonists have committed a heinous error and must face the consequences 

of  that error. If  the audience were to interpret his revenge as public rather than private, then his 
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actions would be seen as warranted on the basis of  protecting the political interests of  his country. 

In turn, that would make him a helpless victim rather than a tragic hero. 

Issues with revenge, and the politicization of  revenge, in the play are deeply intrenched with 

larger issues of  consent and state power. Robert S. Miola writes the following on this subject: 

Evident [in the play] is Shakespeare’s growing interest in the processes of  Roman 

government, in the secular problems of  power and order, and in the political and moral 

issues raised by the clash between private interest and public duty. (44) 

Indeed, Titus’s transgression is so severely punished not merely because revenge is bad, but because 

revenge threatens the state’s God-given power—at least according to monocratic England—to 

regulate dissent amongst its populace. After all, the moral issues inherent with Titus’s revenge plot 

are glaringly obvious: revenge only leads a cyclical pattern of  each party taking turns alternating 

between the role of  wrongdoer and avenger.  

However, what the play addresses subtly, and what I hope to address explicitly, is that Titus’s 

true transgression is his attempt to be both judge and executioner on behalf  of  the state. Further, 

Lavinia and Tamora’s transgression follows a similar pattern: Lavinia attempts to be judge to Tamora 

when she discovers her affair with Aaron, and Tamora attempts to be both judge and executioner to 

Lavinia to facilitate her revenge against Titus. Meanwhile, neither woman obtains the ability to truly 

judge or execute any action within the Roman government, so they must resort to extralegal means. 

 

Discipline, punishment, and civility 

It is no secret to any reader of  Titus that the play is deeply interested in civility as it operates at the 

political and interpersonal level. Of  course, Rome and its governing body are not interested in 

civility; instead, Rome and its governing body are interested in preserving the common interest of  

high-ranking officials, mainly Tamora and her sons. In the process, the interests of  those like Titus 
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and Lavinia are overlooked. Titus expresses this sentiment after meeting with the tribunes of  Rome 

and learning that it is unlikely that he will be able to spare his sons Quintus and Martius from 

execution. Lucius informs his father that he has been banished from Rome for his part in attempting 

to liberate his brothers, to which Titus responds the following: 

O happy man, they have befriended thee! 

Why, foolish Lucius, dost thou not perceive  

That Rome is but a wilderness of  tigers? 

Tigers must prey, and Rome affords no prey 

But me and mine. How happy art thou then  

From these devourers to be banished. (3.1.52-7) 

Titus envies Lucius’s fate, suggesting that he is fortunate in that he can leave the city and thus escape 

the debilitating effect of  the Roman government on the Andronici family. Tragically, Titus does not 

realize precisely how debilitating Rome’s grip is on his family until he discovers Lavinia’s fate a few 

short lines later, nor does he realize that her fate is partly the result of  his own part in upholding the 

rigid patriarchy of  Rome. 

Titus constructs a binary between civility and barbarity, in which he sees himself  as civil and 

Rome as barbarous. However, in order for one to subscribe to Titus’s vision of  civility, one must 

disregard the barbarous actions he commits, mainly the ritualized murder of  Tamora’s firstborn son 

Alarbus and Lavinia’s death at the banquet. I suggest that examining the ritualized deaths of  Alarbus 

and Lavinia will provide unique insight into the play’s treatment of  physical, sexual, and political 

violence. 

Alarbus’s death is justified as repayment for the countless lives lost on the Roman side of  the 

Goth-Roman conflict that is briefly mentioned in Act 1. However, Titus has a clear personal interest 
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in avenging fallen Roman soldiers, given that Titus’s “five-and-twenty valiant sons” were killed in the 

conflict (1.1.82). Lucius declares: 

Give us the proudest prisoner of  the Goths, 

That we may hew his limbs and on a pile 

Ad manes fratrum sacrifice his flesh 

Before this earthly prison of  their bones, 

That so the shadows be not unappeased, 

Nor we disturbed with prodigies on earth. (1.1.99-104) 

The description of  the manner in which the Roman guard will take Alarbus’s life is nothing short of  

ritualistic. Even Titus’s response to Tamora’s pleas for her son’s life are met with further language of  

ritual obligation: 

These are their brethren whom your Goths beheld 

Alive and dead, and for their brethren slain, 

Religiously they ask a sacrifice. 

To this your son is marked, and die he must, 

T’appease their groaning shadows that are gone. (1.1.124-9) 

Titus’s use of  words such as “religiously,” “marked,” and “appease” suggest that a higher power 

demands Alarbus’s sacrifice, which allows Titus to remove himself  from personal responsibility. 

Meanwhile, his dialogue suggests that this performance is entirely motivated by personal 

responsibility, or at least a twisted sense of  political responsibility to those that died defending 

Rome’s cause. Robert S. Miola describes Titus here as a man “[a]cting with inflexible self-

righteousness, adhering strictly to custom and law” (48), but this law is self-serving. There is no 

known Roman law that would justify such behavior, at least not one that the common Londoner in 

attendance of  Shakespeare’s play would know that would justify Titus’s actions.  
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The audience is meant to see this display as alarming, given their knowledge of  Rome as the 

pinnacle of  civilized nations, and a ritualistic murder of  an innocent man is far from civility. This 

ritual is the first of  two such murders orchestrated by Titus, leading the audience to reassess their 

knowledge of  civility, specifically honor systems that would justify such a brutal killing. In fact, the 

second ritualized murder, that of  Lavinia, bookends the play, granting Titus the role of  executioner a 

second time. Although Titus does not directly execute Alarbus, he is complicit in the act; in fact, this 

act of  complicity only exacerbates the horror of  the death of  Lavinia. Titus graduates from judge 

and jury in Act 1 to the hangman himself  in Act 5. 

While I have spoken extensively on ritualized murder as punishment, I must also point out 

that Lavinia’s mutilation also functions as punishment. While Titus does not explicitly recognize 

Lavinia’s fate as the result of  an infraction or transgression—he attributes her assault to a cruel trick 

of  fate—she is in fact victimized for defying her father’s right to consent on her behalf  in marriage 

negotiations. In Act 1, just two short acts prior, Titus offers Lavinia to the newly-appointed 

Emperor Saturninus, but he had already promised Lavinia to Bassianus, the emperor’s brother. 

Titus’s sons oppose their father, and Titus even slays his son Mutius in the scuffle, but ultimately, 

Bassianus retains his right to marry Lavinia. Sid Ray writes about the practice of  paternal influence 

on a woman’s right (or lack thereof) to marry: 

In some cases a father would coerce his daughter into marriage, forcing her to extend her 

hand in a show of  consent. This situation was not uncommon for [the] aristocratic and even 

some of  the poorer women in Renaissance England… Parents would often apply a great 

deal of  pressure to gain their children’s consent to a match and in some instances would 

resort to beating, abducting, or imprisoning the unwilling bride. The history of  such 

coercion may explain why Lavinia, already betrothed to Bassianus, remains silent in Titus 

Andronicus when her father agrees to marry her to Saturninus (1.1.244). (25-6) 
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Despite the fact that it was not Titus to perpetrate the horrific crime against Lavinia, in a way, Titus 

sends her to her fate for the simple act of  rejecting his chosen partner. He disputes the “wilderness 

of  tigers” that is Rome on the grounds that “Tigers must prey, and Rome affords no prey / But me 

and mine,” yet he orchestrates Lavinia’s marriage, constructing Lavinia as prey for the tigers of  

Rome. Ironically, Lavinia’s assailants do not hail from Rome, providing the clearest indication that 

Titus’s hypothesis is glaringly incorrect. It is not Rome itself  that has victimized him, but the State 

on which Rome and all Western civilization was built which facilitates Lavinia’s usurpation by the 

Goths.  

As a result of  her transgression, Lavinia has her crime and her guilt inscribed onto her body 

via her mutilation. When she returns onstage at the beginning of  Act 2, Scene 3, the audience is 

shocked to see Lavinia with “her hands cut off  and her tongue cut out, and ravished” (2.3.1 SD), despite the 

previous act indicating that this would take place. Still, her appearance is horrifying. Yet, while a 

contemporary audience might write suspect that this scene depicts gratuitous violence, this sort of  

violence was not foreign to either Shakespeare’s audiences or even to audiences of  the eighteenth 

century, as Foucault notes: 

In the eighteenth century, judicial torture functioned in that strange economy in which the 

ritual that produced the truth went side by side with the ritual that imposed the punishment. 

The body interrogated in torture constituted the point of  application of  the punishment and 

the locus of  extortion of  the truth. And just as presumption was inseparably an element in 

the investigation and fragment of  guilt, the regulated pain involved in judicial torture was a 

means both of  punishment and of  investigation. (42) 

As such, we must read Lavinia’s punishment as not mere gratuitous violence, but rather a reflection 

of  the crime she committed. The removal of  her tongue harkens back to the literary tradition of  the 

text, mainly of  Ovid’s Metamorphoses, in which the King Tereus raped Philomel and cut out her 
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tongue to prevent her from reporting who committed the crime. This connection is made most 

explicit by Lavinia’s use of  a copy of  Metamorphoses to report to her family who attacked her (4.1.51-

53).  

At the same time, her mutilation reflects an eternal silencing on the part of  her attackers. As 

such, her silencing is necessary for the recuperation of  the order in Shakespeare’s Rome. She can 

never again challenge Tamora in the same way she did in Act 2. When Tamora first appears before 

Bassianus and Lavinia, Lavinia mocks her for her adulterous rendezvous with Aaron: 

 Under your patience, gentle empress, 

 ‘Tis thought you have a goodly gift in horning, 

 And to be doubted that your Moor and you 

 Are singled forth to try experiments. 

 Jove shield your husband from his hounds today: 

 ‘Tis pity they should take him for a stag. (2.2.66-71) 

These lines of  dialogue are seemingly out-of-character for a woman whose sole lines in the first act 

of  the play were dedicated to commending her father for his performance in battle (1.1.160.167) and 

relinquishing her right to select her husband (1.1.275-6). Now that she and her husband have left the 

bounds of  Rome, Lavinia gains a strange amount of  tenacity for someone who is very much 

powerless to Tamora’s grand narrative. Unfortunately, this tenacity appears only in response to 

Tamora’s affair with the “Moorish” Aaron, which suggests that Lavinia’s outburst may have been 

racially motivated. In fact, the power imbalance between Lavinia and Aaron may explain her 

outburst. She is incapable of  exchanging words with her father and her brothers in the first act 

because they hold significant social and political power, but Aaron is not nobility (despite being 

associated with Tamora) nor is he white, which justifies her condemnation of  Tamora’s actions. 

Further, Lavinia sees an opportunity to compromise Tamora’s position; if  the Emperor were to 
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learn that Tamora is engaged in a sexual relationship with Aaron, it would have disastrous 

consequences for her.   

Despite Lavinia’s uncharacteristic behavior in the woods, she does nothing to prevent her 

fate at the hands of  her attackers. Tamora, Aaron, Chiron, and Demetrius entered the woods 

knowing entirely well that Bassianus would be murdered and Lavinia would be raped and mutilated. 

Lavinia’s fate was sealed from the moment their plan was hatched. As Ray suggests, Lavinia’s assault 

was not merely premeditated to satisfy Tamora’s plan for revenge, but also to illustrate Tamora’s lust 

for power over the citizens of  Rome. While the following passage addresses the first scene of  the 

play, in which Saturninus and Bassianus vie for Lavinia’s hand, it also addresses Lavinia’s status as an 

instrument to one such as Tamora, who is vying for political influence: 

Because Lavinia’s body acts as an instrument of  political power, the two candidates for 

emperor must not only deliver campaign speeches to the people of  Rome, but also fight for 

Lavinia’s hand. The symmetry of  the events encourages the audience to make an analogy 

between the struggle for power over Rome and the struggle for dominion over Lavinia. (31) 

Further, because the Emperor is unsuccessful in obtaining both “power over Rome” and “dominion 

over Lavinia, Tamora sets out to accomplish this task by orchestrating Lavinia’s assault. To a certain 

degree, her enterprise is successful. Lavinia’s assault marks a tonal shift in the play; Tamora’s wild 

ramblings begin to take shape in the form of  material suffering on the part of  Titus’s family, and 

Lavinia is the prime example of  this suffering. It is not until Titus discovers Lavinia’s condition that 

he recognizes precisely what makes up this “wilderness of  tigers.” 

While this display may seem to depict a brief  moment of  empowerment, one must 

remember that Lavinia directs this verbal assault on another woman. I do not make this clarification 

in order to attack Lavinia’s weak character, but rather to reinforce the point that Lavinia is ultimately 

powerless to other male characters in the play, namely her father and her attackers. Tamora herself  
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has no actual power in the Roman state, although her position does help her to easily maneuver 

throughout Roman territory, which allows her to easily carry out her revenge plot. Yet, in the 

context of  State’s capacity to punish delinquency, Tamora is powerless; she must resort to extralegal 

means of  assaulting Lavinia in the woods to exact judgment. As such, this exchange, while sufficient 

enough to give Tamora more of  a reason to orchestrate Lavinia’s attack, does nothing to resolve the 

problem of  the State governed by tigers. 

Most debilitating to Lavinia is the contempt that her attackers exhibit for her condemned 

body, and this contempt for her body is a result of  her status as a condemned individual. After she 

returns onstage, mutilated and humiliated, Chiron and Demetrius openly ridicule her: 

DEMETRIUS: So, now go tell, and if  thy tongue can speak, 

Who ‘twas that cut thy tongue and ravished thee. 

CHIRON: Write down thy mind, bewray thy meaning so, 

And if  thy stumps will let thee, play the scribe. 

DEMETRIUS: See how with signs and tokens she can scrawl. 

CHIRON: Go home, call for sweet water, wash thy hands. 

DEMETRIUS: She hath no tongue to call, nor hands to wash, 

And so let’s leave her to her silent walks. 

CHIRON: And ‘twere my cause, I should go hang myself. 

DEMETRIUS: If  thou hadst hands to help thee knit the cord. (2.3.1-10) 

At the core of  these villain’s ridicule is reinforcing Lavinia’s inability to articulate what happened to 

her. All “signs” and “tokens” have been forcibly removed—she can neither “play the scribe” nor use 

her “tongue to call.” The pain and humiliation of  the rape and mutilation are not enough to satisfy 

their sadistic vision of  justice; only with the certainty that Lavinia cannot narrate her own 

victimization do her abusers feel that their work is done.  
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Further, in their display of  coldblooded villainy, Chiron and Demetrius completely 

contradict their previous conversation with Aaron in which they plotted the attack. During this 

conversation, they professed their desire to fight for “Lavinia’s love” (2.1.535) and to prove 

themselves deserving of  “my mistress’s grace” (2.1.533). However, at this point, they have attacked 

Lavinia not merely at their mother’s behest—although that certainly appears to be the main 

motivator—but mainly because of  Lavinia’s response.  

Once Lavinia assumes the status of  the condemned individual, she is no longer the vision of  

chastity and grace that Chiron and Demetrius had assigned her. Paradoxically, now that she has been 

defiled, she is more so condemned in the eyes of  an Elizabethan society that commodifies womens’ 

chastity. As such, Chiron and Demetrius are merely carrying out the appropriate sentencing. 

Foucault suggests that a governing body’s “’contempt’ for the [condemned] body is certainly related 

to a general attitude to death,” pointing to high mortality rates and “the ravages of  disease and 

hunger” as culprits for such contempt (53-4). However, Chiron and Demetrius, as well as any man 

within a patriarchal system, also demonstrate an inherent contempt for the woman’s body, which 

makes her condemned long before Aaron instructs the two men to assault Lavinia. 

While Chiron and Demetrius’s perception of  Lavinia may appear to be closely allied with 

Christian understandings of  the soul, which dictate that the individual is born into sin and thus must 

spend their life atoning for original sin, Foucault suggests that the individual is shaped by 

punishment rather than born into it. He writes: 

[T]he historical reality of  this soul, which, unlike the soul represented by Christian theology, 

is not born in sin and subject to punishment, but is born rather out of  methods of  

punishment, supervision, and constraint. This real, non-corporeal soul is not a substance; it 

is the element in which are articulated the effects of  a certain type of  power and the 

reference of  a certain type of  knowledge, the machinery by which the power relations give 
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rise to a possible corpus of  knowledge, and knowledge extends and reinforces the effects of  

power. (29) 

Lavinia functions as a being “born… out of  methods of  punishment”; her very existence is entirely 

colored by her attack, and this attack motivates all her actions moving forward and all the actions of  

those around her. Her presence onstage following her assault speaks volumes despite her inability to 

do so, but not merely to illustrate the dangers of  transgression. Rather, both pre- and post-attack, 

she speaks to the duality of  woman. She is both the Madonna and the whore, the vision of  chastity 

and the vision of  sexuality, simply because she is a woman and is made to be desired. Her attack 

merely depicts the disturbing reality that these dangerous dichotomies give rise to sexual and 

physical violence against women. Indeed, Lavinia demonstrates that women are in a constant state 

of  punishment, but these less overt systems of  punishment thrive in the shadows of  social policing.  

 

Consent and silencing 

Rape and sexual violence crimes are in direct violation of  one’s right to consent. The play itself  is 

interested in issues of  consent and power, mainly who has the right to consent on whose behalf, and 

whether one can retract one’s consent after it has already been given. Ray writes the following in 

relation to this point: 

[T]he struggle for Lavinia’s hand in marriage, the question of  her consent to marriage, and 

her subsequent rape and mutilation by the Goths are bound up with issues of  the emperor’s 

access to power through the consent of  the people. (31) 

While a monocratic system in practice is built upon a monarch’s ability to impart justice without the 

consent of  the people, in theory, a monarch requires the consent of  the people to justify their ability 

to rule beyond their supposed God-given right. As such, Titus’s barbarity in Act 1 would strike 

Elizabethan audiences as unsettling mainly because he is defying the people’s clear wishes on two 
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separate occasions: first, he rejected the people’s election to crown him emperor, and second, he 

rejected Bassianus’s claim to Lavinia despite their previous agreement. While this second example 

does not pertain explicitly to the people of  Rome, it does pertain to a large portion of  the characters 

onstage, many of  whom were members of  Titus’s family. Thus, it illustrates Titus’s predisposition to 

disregard the desires of  both the people of  Rome and the people within his family. His actions here 

demonstrate that he was not at all fit to govern Rome, suggesting that it is beneficial that he rejected 

the people’s election. Even so, the seat was granted to Saturninus, who was perhaps less capable than 

Titus might have been. As such, the grapples with questions concerning the individual’s ability to 

operate a governing body.  

Shakespeare illustrates, through Lavinia’s rape and mutilation, that “consent rituals” are 

necessary for both “the individual female body” and “the collective social body” (Ray 30). Ray uses 

the term “abrogated consent” (22, 30, 37), or consent that has been revoked since the original point 

of  consenting, to refer to several points in the play, such as the first scene of  the play and the scene 

in which Lavinia is attacked by Tamora and her sons. These points in which consent is abrogated 

further illustrate Rome’s barbarity, depicting the city as a place in which consent rituals are made 

meaningless and subject to change based on the interest of  those in power. This theme begins in the 

first scene, in which Titus defies the people of  Rome by refusing to be crowned Emperor and 

appointing another man in his stead, and continues into the last scene in which Lavinia is murdered 

by her father’s hand. On the former point, Ray writes: 

Titus’s disregard for his daughter’s betrothal contract parallels his disregard for the people’s 

right to political consent. Playing the role of  tyrannical father in both private and public 

realms, Titus chooses the emperor of  Rome without heeding the voice of  his subjects. (31) 

Unfortunately, Titus never fully regards the people’s “right to political consent.” His revenge plot, 

while seemingly an attempt to recover a more unified Rome, is largely to satisfy his own blemished 
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ego, one that he can never recuperate after suffering such crippling losses to his family and his 

political standing. Instead, he leaves his son Lucius to “heal Rome’s harms and wipe away her woe” 

(5.3.147). 

Similarly, Titus never regards Lavinia’s right to consent, both politically and individually. 

After Titus has time to process Lavinia’s fate at the hands of  Tamora’s sons, he insists to Marcus 

that he is capable of  deciphering her signs and gesticulations: 

 Hark, Marcus, what she says: 

 I can interpret all her martyred signs— 

 She says she drinks no other drink but tears, 

 Brewed with her sorrow, mashed upon her cheeks. 

 Speechless complainer, I will learn thy thought. 

 In thy dumb action will I be as perfect 

 As begging hermits in their holy prayers. 

 Thou shalt not sigh, nor hold thy stumps to heaven, 

 Nor wink, nor nod, nor kneel, nor make a sign, 

 But I of  these will wrest an alphabet 

 And by still practice learn to know thy meaning. (3.2.35-45) 

The reader knows that, at this point, Lavinia is capable of  limited nonverbal communication, mainly 

nodding (214) and kneeling (200). The most complex action she performs occurs when she “takes 

[a] staff  in her mouth and guides it with her stumps, and writes” (215) in order to reveal the identity 

of  her attackers. Yet, ultimately, such subtle movements can be subjectively interpreted, thus leaving 

Lavinia with no agreed-upon sign system. If  Titus were to develop this sign system, its meanings 

would be colored by his confirmation bias, and thus Lavinia’s true meaning would be lost. 

Paradoxically, while Titus believes himself  capable of  developing a system of  signification to 
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overcome Lavinia’s condition, he projects language onto his daughter and only serves to silence her 

further. 

This method of  silencing Lavinia presents a significant problem to her ability to consent. 

Despite the legal and cultural boundaries of  Shakespeare’s time that would prevent a woman from 

consenting on her behalf, Lavinia now faces language boundaries, which complicate the testimony 

of  her assault. Detmer-Goebel suggests that, in addition to this boundary, there are other 

boundaries that exist that prevent rape victims from articulating their truth about their trauma: 

Lavinia’s physical inability to define what has happened to her as rape and to identify her 

attackers is posed as a problem in the play and illustrates a family’s dependence on the rape 

victim’s ability and willingness to claim rape. Titus can confidently claim to “wrest an 

alphabet” (3.2.44) from Lavinia and to interpret her “signs,” but without her knowledge and 

her authority, he remains ignorant of  the rape. (84) 

As such, the barrier between Lavinia results not really from a language barrier, but also from a 

barrier of  trauma and personal suffering. Even if  Lavinia had spoken language to articulate her 

experience, as many sexual assault survivors have demonstrated, recounting a period of  intense 

distress is excruciating. Written or spoken language can never truly convey the extent to which one 

suffered. Therefore, Lavinia’s trauma isolates her from her family in more ways than just through the 

absence of  her tongue, but this absence is especially palpable in a story-telling medium such as a 

play, where a character’s dialogue is so central to conveying their experience. 

Returning to the issue of  consenting rituals, if  no one in Lavinia’s family is able to register 

her consent as consent, then her consent may be abrogated. In fact, Lavinia’s final moments 

demonstrate an explicit abrogation of  consent on Titus’s part; it is entirely unclear that Lavinia was 

capable of  consenting to her death at the banquet, and thus her death should trouble viewers and 

readers alike. 
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While it is made clear that Titus and Lavinia are co-conspirators in the deaths of  Chiron and 

Demetrius—Titus instructs Lavinia to “[r]eceive the[ir] blood, and when they are dead / Let me go 

grind their bones to powder small” (5.2.197-8)—it is unclear whether Lavinia consented to be killed 

by her father. At the onset of  the third scene in Act 5, Tamora has unintentionally and unknowingly 

cannibalized her sons, and she will soon die by Titus’s hand. Now fueled by his disturbing sense of  

revenge, Titus turns to his daughter to complete his work: 

A pattern, precedent, and lively warrant 

For me, most wretched, to perform the like. [Unveils Lavinia.] 

Die, die, Lavinia, and thy shame with thee, 

And with thy shame thy father’s sorrows die. 

[He kills her.] (5.3.42-6) 

It is unclear whether this act was premeditated by Lavinia or Titus. Additionally, there are no stage 

directions to indicate that Lavinia struggled or resisted, and none of  the other characters provide 

insight on whether Lavinia appeared distressed.  

Critics have grappled with the possibility of  Lavinia’s participation in her own death. Weber 

suggests that “Lavinia willingly takes on yet another allusive role (this time that of  Livy’s Virginia) 

and finally achieves the death that her rapists cruelly thought to prevent” (716), while Bahr contends 

that “[n]either [Titus’s] methods (materializing textual precedent) nor the results (violence against 

Lavinia) distinguish Titus from his enemies; it is he who murders his own daughter” (262). Weber’s 

suggestion refers to the tale of  Virginus and Virginia, recorded by Livy as “The History of  Appius 

and Virginia.” In this tale, Appius demands to the right to Virginus’s daughter Virginia, but Virginia 

has been betrothed to Icilius by her father’s wishes. Virginus, incapable of  determining a way of  

protecting his daughter from this cruel fate, “snatch[es] a knife from a butcher, [and] plung[es] it into 

his daughter’s breast, with these words: ‘In this manner, my child, the only one in my power, do I 
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secure your liberty’” (Livy). Interestingly, while Weber suggests that Lavinia and Titus had planned 

Lavinia’s death beforehand, her reference to the Livy story implies the exact opposite; after all, 

Virginia does not consent to being murdered by Virginus either. There is no suggestion in the Livy 

story that Virginia “willingly takes on” her “role.” 

As such, I suggest that Lavinia’s murder was not premeditated, and thus it illustrates the 

ultimate act of  silencing. Titus, in his attempts to understand and avenge his daughter, imposes his 

reading of  the situation onto Lavinia, and this reading is colored by a tradition of  literature (Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses) and folklore (the tale of  Virginia and Virginus). In his desperation to ally himself  with 

these traditions, he neglects the real and embodied individual that has experienced such horrors as 

those mentioned in these tales. In fact, his assumption that death is the only means by which Lavinia 

may be free from her Earthly burdens merely fosters the system that rendered his daughter handless 

and tongueless. 

 

Ravenscroft’s adaptation 

Of  the many authors who have called Shakespeare’s authorship of  Titus Andronicus into question, 

Edward Ravenscroft is likely the first. In the 1607 edition of  Ravenscroft’s adaptation of  Titus 

Andronicus titled Titus Andronicus, or the Rape of  Lavinia, the publisher includes a letter “To the 

Reader” (A2). In this letter, the writer suggests the following on the subject of  Shakespeare’s 

authorship: 

I have been told by some anciently conversant with the Stage, that it was not Originally 

[Shakespeare’s], but brought by a private Author to be Acted, and he only gave some Master 

touches to one or two of  the Principal Parts or Characters; this I am apt to believe, because 

‘tis the most incorrect and indigested piece in all of  his Works; it seems rather a heap of  

Rubbish than a structure. (A2) 
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Interestingly, this review is not nearly as ferocious as the review given by T.S. Eliot almost two 

hundred and fifty years later, in which Eliot describes the play as “one of  the stupidest and most 

uninspired plays ever written, a play in which it is incredible Shakespeare had any hand at all, a play 

in which the best passage would be too highly honoured by the signature of  Peele” (qtd. in Olsen 3).  

While his review seems unreasonably harsh, Eliot’s perspective was not at all unique to early 

20th century writers. His beliefs closely ally with those of  “disintegrationists,” critics whose works 

suggested that Shakespeare did not write Titus and that the play should not be studied as a part of  

his canon. These critics wrote lengthy texts on the subject, with perhaps the most prolific being John 

M. Robertson’s An Introduction to the Study of  the Shakespeare Canon: Proceeding on the Problem of  Titus 

Andronicus (1924), which would influence scholar’s perceptions of  the play’s authorship for a good 

part of  the century (Olsen 5-6). Despite the fact that this hypothesis that Shakespeare merely 

assisted another writer in penning Titus or that he did not write Titus at all is one that has lost 

supporters in recent years, and while it is a hypothesis that I do not support, it is worth mentioning 

here because it reflects critical sensibilities toward the play throughout its long and complicated 

adaptation history.  

Most ironic is that, despite Ravenscroft’s description of  his source text as “a heap of  

Rubbish,” he retains most of  the dialogue and stage directions from Shakespeare’s play. In fact, one 

will find that despite alterations to scene and line numbers, for the most part, Ravenscroft’s Titus 

does not depart significantly from Shakespeare’s. Yet, the subtle changes that Ravenscroft does make 

display a renewed interest in gender politics of  the play, particularly between Lavinia and her male 

relatives. While this interest can be read as a depiction of  Restoration era sensitivities, it largely 

suggests that these gender politics transcend Shakespeare’s contemporary day. 

 In the first chapter of  Reinventing Shakespeare: A Cultural History, from the Restoration to the 

Present, Gary Taylor examines the Restoration Era’s approach to staging Shakespeare’s plays. Taylor 
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writes extensively about how Shakespeare’s more popular plays were adapted to a stage that had 

survived the “long vacation” incited by the English Revolution. Taylor briefly mentions that 

Ravenscroft’s Titus “exploited the hysteria generated by the Popish Plot” (24). The Popish Plot was a 

fabricated assassination plot against the Protestant King Charles II. Purportedly, this operation 

would have allowed the Duke of  York to ascend to the throne, which would reinstate a Catholic king 

(Encyclopedia Britannica 2016). Ultimately, it was discovered that this plot was orchestrated by 

“Titus Oates, a renegade Anglican clergyman who had feigned conversion to the Roman Catholic 

church a year before” (2016). This point, while seemingly a small one on cultural context, also 

reveals Ravenscroft’s contemporaries’ sensitivities to such grandiose revenge plots as those of  

Tamora and eventually Titus. 

Taylor’s points about the significance of  women actors being cast in the roles of  women are 

especially pertinent to this adaptation. Prior to the Restoration, female characters were portrayed by 

young men. However, following the Restoration, women began being cast to portray female 

characters (18). This point suggests that Lavinia and Tamora’s performances, in the eyes of  

Shakespeare’s contemporaries, were colored by the fact that their stories were told by young boys. 

However, Ravenscroft’s contemporaries would have seen Lavinia and Tamora as women. Taylor 

offers a few suggestions as to why the Restoration saw women actors onstage for the first time: 

Women began to appear on the stage partly to palliate the old Puritan objections to 

transvestism (“men in the habit of  women”). But the introduction of  women also brought 

the English theatre into line with French practice; during their years of  Continental exile 

Charles II and his followers had seen and appreciated actresses in action. Moreover, the new 

companies had practical reasons for using women: the long interruption of  playing had cut 

off  the supply of  apprentices, so that in 1660 there was no ready pool of  boy actors well 

trained in the performance of  female roles. (18) 
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Regardless of  which theory one subscribes to, this new innovation in staging radically alters 

audiences’ perceptions of  women characters. This innovation also makes the trauma that Lavinia 

and Tamora endure more poignant in Ravenscroft’s play. In Shakespeare’s play, the violence against 

these women is orchestrated indirectly, with the young boys’ performances of  femininity adding a 

layer of  immateriality to the events of  the play. However, the violence in Ravenscroft’s play is direct 

and deeply material to these characters—Lavinia is physically and sexually assaulted, and Tamora’s 

remains are disgraced.  

 Taylor suggests that another reason for staging plays with women actors may be less 

innocuous than those previously mentioned. He notes: 

Many spectators applauded the innovation, but the grounds for their judgment may have 

been sexual, not critical. Of  the histrionic talents of  one actress, for instance, Samuel Pepys 

noted, typically, only “The very best legs that ever I saw; and I was very well plesed (sic) with 

it”—the final pronoun ambiguously referring either to the play or to the display of  female 

flesh. (18) 

This theory adds a sexual component to the physical and sexual violence that is displayed in 

Ravenscroft’s Titus. In the same way that tragedy creates a sense of  catharsis among the audience, 

the violence against women in the play satisfies a disturbing sexual appetite that men in the audience 

may possess. While this reading seems to dismiss many men in Restoration-era audiences as sexual 

predators, it also suggests that the violence in Titus exists outside of  the binary between gratuitous 

and despicable, satisfying and superfluous. The violence engages the audience because it is both 

egregious and also engrained into the English legal system. Rape, as both Restoration audiences and 

as contemporary audiences see it, is both immoral and just under a patriarchal system. 

I will now turn to the text of  Ravenscroft. Ravenscroft alters the stage directions of  two 

significant scenes involving the obstruction of  Lavinia from her father’s sight. In the first scene, 
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Marcus brings Lavinia to her father after her gruesome attack and must reveal to him what has 

happened to his daughter. The following depicts this exchange in the source text: 

 [Enter MARCUS with LAVINIA.] 

MARCUS: Titus, prepare thy aged eyes to weep, 

 Or if  not so, thy noble heart to break: 

 I bring consuming sorrow to thine age. 

 TITUS: Will it consume me? Let me see it then. 

 MARCUS: This was thy daughter. 

 TITUS: Why, Marcus, so she is. 

 LUCIUS: [ falling to his knees] Ay me, this object kills me. (3.1.59-65) 

Here, the only stage direction is given to Lucius, indicating that he reacts the most physically to 

Lavinia’s condition. This single stage direction also indicates that directors may stage Titus’s first 

sight of  Lavinia in varying ways; she may be obscured behind Marcus, or Titus may be facing away 

from her. However, Ravenscroft removes this opportunity for creative license. In his play, he makes 

explicit how Titus learns of  his daughter’s fate by removing Lucius’s stage direction and granting one 

to Marcus: 

 [Enter MARCUS with LAVINIA Veyl’d.] 

MARCUS: Titus, prepare thy Aged eyes to weep, 

 Or if  not so, thy Noble heart to break: 

 I bring consuming sorrow to thine Age. 

 TITUS: Will it consume me? ]L]et me see it then. 

 MARCUS: This was thy Daughter. [Marcus pulls off  her Veyl.] 

 LUCIUS: Ye Gods, this object kills me. (29) 
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The reader must then assume that Lavinia enters beside Marcus, and Titus’s calm demeanor results 

from his inability to recognize her. Tragically, this reveal using a veil to obstruct her face poignantly 

recreates the image of  a bride, and the marriage between Lavinia and Bassianus has occurred merely 

the day before Lavinia’s attack. Now, a bizarre “return to sender” situation occurs, with the 

implication being that Marcus must return Lavinia to her father’s care because her husband has been 

murdered. Of  course, her father is a rather pathetic sight himself, given that later on in this same 

scene, he will mirror his daughter in his physical disfiguring. 

The second scene that Ravenscroft significantly modifies is Lavinia’s death at the hands of  

Titus. As Saturninus and Tamora sit and eat at the banquet Titus has organized, Titus questions 

whether it was more kind for Virginus to kill his daughter Virginia than to let her live with her 

assault. Saturninus responds that the former is more appropriate, given that “the girl should not 

survive her shame, / And by her presence still renew his sorrows” (5.3.40-1). Titus responds in the 

following manner: 

A reason mighty, strong, and effectual; 

A pattern, precedent, and lively warrant 

For me, most wretched, to perform the like. 

[Unveils Lavinia.] 

Die, die, Lavinia, and thy shame with thee, 

And with thy shame thy father’s sorrows die. 

[He kills her.] (5.3.42-6) 

In order for Titus to “unveil” Lavinia, she must be veiled, and in both Shakespeare and Ravenscroft, 

Lavinia’s stage direction upon entering the banquet indicates that she is in fact veiled to the guests. 

Shakespeare’s stage direction reads: “Trumpets sounding, a table brought in. [They sit.] Enter TITUS like a 

cook, placing the dishes, and LAVINIA with a veil over her face [and YOUNG LUCIUS]” (5.3.25 SD). 
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Meanwhile, in Ravenscroft, Lavinia enters the banquet “Veyl’d,” followed by Titus and Junius, or 

Young Lucius’s equivalent (40). The Emperor asks, “Why is that Lady Veil’d?”—a question which is 

not in Shakespeare’s play, and one that Ravenscroft’s Titus ignores. Instead, he asks for the 

Emperor’s thoughts on the Virginus and Virginia story, as per the source text, and then the following 

exchange occurs: 

 TITUS:  A Reason weighty, strong and effectual, 

 A Pattern, Precedent, and lively warrant 

 For me most wretched to perform the like. 

 Dye, then, Lavinia, and thy shame with thee, 

 And with thy shame thy Fathers sorrow dye. 

 [Kills Lav.] 

 EMP.: What has thou done, unnatural and unkind? 

 TAMORA: Why hast thou slain thy only Daughter thus? 

 TITUS: See there—no hands, no tongue is left[.] 

 [Titus pulls off  Lavinia’s Veil.] (41) 

One might suspect that Lavinia’s concealment is not necessarily for the benefit of  the characters in 

the play, but rather for the benefit of  the audience—a veiled character adds suspense and curiosity 

to an already emotionally-charged scene. However, Titus identifies Lavinia before he removes her 

veil by announcing “Dye, then, Lavinia,” and Tamora confirms that the guests recognize the dead 

woman as Lavinia by exclaiming “Why hast thou slain thy only Daughter thus?” It seems peculiar, 

then, that Titus would go through the trouble of  veiling his daughter if  his objective is to identify 

her to both the guests and the audience before her unveiling.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Editors have also grappled with how to reconcile Lavinia’s veiling and unveiling. In fact, the 

stage direction depicting Lavinia’s unveiling is not one a reader will find replicated throughout the 
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play’s publication history. Although the First Folio and the first and second quarto all depict Lavinia 

veiled upon entry into the banquet, they do not clearly address if  and when her veil is removed. This 

pattern begins in the First Folio, in which the only stage direction provided during the following 

passage indicates Titus killing his daughter: 

 A reason mighty, strong, and effectuall,  

 A patterne, president, and lively warrant, 

 For me (most wretched) to performe the like: 

 Die, die, Lavinia, and thy shame with thee, 

 And with thy shame, thy Fathers sorrow die. [He kills her.] (EE2V) 

Here, Titus’s next stage direction does not appear until he “stabs the Empresse” (EE2V). The first and 

second quarto provide even less stage directions, removing the “He kills her” direction entirely and 

having Titus’s first stage direction in the scene be “He stabs the Empresse” (K3, K3V). The Norton 

Shakespeare stays true to the First Folio’s format, keeping the stage direction depicting Lavinia’s 

death. Meanwhile, the Arden Shakespeare, which I have mainly referred to for citations in this 

project, has Titus remove Lavinia’s veil before she dies with the direction “Unveils Lavinia” (5.3.44 

SD). The Arden contains a footnote addressing this addition: “[T]he logical place for this SD, 

though Ravenscroft waits until after Titus kills her. Eds since Rowe print Q1’s entrance ‘with a veil ’  

but have no SD for its removal” (267n44.1). Therefore, Lavinia remains veiled when she dies in 

several editions of  Shakespeare’s play, but the Arden edition makes a point to unveil her.  

Even so, I do not suggest that Lavinia’s unveiling in this edition recuperates her and 

somehow undoes her silencing. This stage direction may appear as an attempt at recuperation or it 

may appear for the sheer sake of  clarifying a point to the reader, but regardless, the Arden’s added 

direction does little to reconcile the problem of  embodied experience that Lavinia grapples with 
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throughout the play. To have her unveiled only to die still denounces her subjectivity, and thus her 

fate remains unchanged. 

Lavinia’s veiling contributes to a grandiose reveal that Titus has envisioned in his mind: he 

appears dressed as a chef, makes a profound literary connection that seems hypothetical, then 

dramatically reveals his daughter and the real applications of  this apparently hypothetical scenario.  

If  such a sensational display is Titus’s goal, he certainly accomplishes it, although with far more 

blood and violence following the performance than Titus anticipated. Yet, this display merely feeds 

Titus’s enormous ego. The result of  such a display is not holding Lavinia’s attackers accountable, or 

even lamenting the trauma that his family endured, but rather publicizing his own turmoil and 

depicting himself  as a martyr. In this scenario, he is the sole bearer of  justice in this tragedy, despite 

Lavinia’s clear participation in exacting justice upon Chiron and Demetrius. 

This repeated image of  Lavinia’s unveiling mainly functions to disassemble Lavinia as an 

individual. As of  the scene where Marcus presents her to her father, she has already been robbed of  

her hands and her tongue, and now she has been robbed of  her face, one of  the few remaining 

gateways to understanding Lavinia’s innermost thoughts. Performances of  Titus have depicted how 

effectively Lavinia can communicate with the audience with just her sullen expressions—although 

whether she communicates with her father as effectively is less definitive. Yet, because she has been 

assigned to wear a veil in both the source text and Ravenscroft, the first scene after her attack and 

the last scene before her death solidify the complete and holistic undoing of  Lavinia as a 

sympathetic individual to the audience. She is, quite literally, another faceless victim of  a vicious 

political regime that commodifies women and their chastity.  

Furthermore, Ravenscroft’s adaptation silences Lavinia by literally removing some of  her 

lines. Bethany Packard, in reference to this point and Ravenscroft’s insistence that Titus functions as 

“a heap of  Rubbish [rather than] a Structure” (A2), writes the following: 
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Ravenscroft strives to assert Lavinia’s rape as an utterly debilitating event. He eliminates the 

moments when she is neither silent nor submissive (for example, her use of  The 

Metamorphoses and her own words to reveal her rape), identifying her with the “Rubbish” that 

stands in the way of  a unified “Structure.” (281) 

Indeed, in the first scene of  Ravenscroft, Lavinia only speaks once to welcome her father home 

from his campaign and to wish him “Peace and Honour” (5). Meanwhile, in Shakespeare, Lavinia 

welcomes her father, then later responds to Saturninus’s questioning about marrying him—“Lavinia, 

you are not displeased with this?” (1.1.274)—with “Not I, my lord, sith true nobility / Warrants 

these words in princely courtesy” (1.1.275-6). Of  course, this exchange is merely one of  formality, 

given that Saturninus does not actually require Lavinia’s consent to marry her because that he has 

already received consent from her father, but it demonstrates some semblance of  a consent ritual. 

Further, Ravenscroft denies Lavinia the opportunity to condemn Tamora’s rendezvous with 

Aaron in the woods. Instead, Lavinia’s most tenacious lines are given to Bassianus, who deplores 

Tamora on Lavinia’s behalf: 

BASSIANUS: Lavinia[,] did she not Kiss the Moor? 

LAVINIA: Ay my Lord. 

BASSIANUS: Hell—kiss a Moor. 

Believe me Madam, your Swarthy Cymerion 

Has made your Honour of  his bodies hue, 

Black, Louthsome, and Detested. (20 

As a result of  these cuts, in Ravenscroft, Lavinia has the most lines of  dialogue immediately 

following her husband’s demise, at which point she begs for “Nothing so kind, but something 

Mercifull” (22). Here, she speaks only to articulate her distress, and after her attack, she loses the 

power to speak altogether. As such, she becomes entirely characterized by her attack more so than in 
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the source text. In this adaptation, while her attack is still inscribed onto her person through the 

removal of  her hands and tongue, it is also inscribed onto her speech, and given that audiences’ only 

window into a character’s consciousness is through their speech, she is nothing if  not a victim of  

sexual assault in this reading. 

 

Brook’s adaptation 

Peter Brook’s 1955 adaptation of  Titus Andronicus appeared during a time when stagings of  the play 

were still scant. According to Olsen, “For much of  its over three hundred years of  existence… the 

play suffered from that singular—and damning—kind of  neglect that comes from being outside the 

repertory, from being an untouchable script. The theatrical world almost completely ignored the play 

for two centuries” (6). Even Brook’s contemporaries demonstrated a hint of  contempt for the play. 

During the year that the production opened, the Evening Standard's Milton Shulman commented that 

“Titus Andronicus has only been given two major productions in 100 years. The squeamish may well 

wonder why there have been so many” (qtd. in Ellis).  

Despite this criticism, it appears that this adaptation was received positively. Opening in 

August 1955 at the Shakespeare Memorial Theater in Stratford-upon-Avon, and starring Laurence 

Olivier as Titus Andronicus and Vivien Leigh as Lavinia, Brook’s Titus Andronicus appealed to a 

1950’s audience’s stylized sensibilities. Philip Hope-Wallace described Brook’s work as “dazzling 

simplicity out of  a terrifying tawny darkness,” and Cecil Wilson commended Brook for having made 

Titus “at once full-blooded and bloodless… What a gory gala night Mr. Brook could have made of  

it! And how triumphantly he has resisted the temptation!” (qtd. in Ellis). 

It should be noted that there is no surviving script of  Brook’s adaptation, but there are a 

significant number of  reviews on the performance as well as some photographs that have been 

preserved. Due to the absence of  the script, while I focused primarily on textual differences between 
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Shakespeare’s play and Ravenscroft’s adaptation, I will be focusing on costuming and staging choices 

in Brook’s adaptation to illustrate the perpetuation of  Lavinia’s silencing and punishment for 

modern audiences through use of  visuals. 

Casting for the production was labelled “superlative” by audiences. At this point in his 

career, Laurence Olivier was known for his cinematic performances of  Henry V (1944) and Hamlet 

(1948), the latter being the first non-American film to win an Oscar for Best Picture (Brooke). 

Meanwhile, Vivien Leigh was known for her performance as Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind 

(1939) and Blanche Dubois in Streetcar Named Desire (1951). Ellis refers to the following pieces from 

contemporary critics about casting the performance: 

The casting, the critics agreed, was superlative. Laurence Olivier, playing Titus, stimulated 

Tynan into a fit of  bad puns, concluding that: “Olivier's Titus, even with one hand gone, is a 

five-finger exercise transformed into an unforgettable concerto of  grief.” The Sunday Times’s 

Harold Hobson also praised Olivier, but felt ‘the ladies [came] less well off.’ Tynan agreed, 

noting that “[Vivien] Leigh receives the news that she is about to be ravished on her 

husband's corpse with little more than the mild annoyance of  one who would have preferred 

foam rubber.” (Ellis) 

Such a performance on Leigh’s part suggests an even more submissive vision of  Lavinia than that 

depicted in Ravenscroft and the source text. Her reaction would therefore reflect her reaction to 

Saturninus and Bassianus’s vying for her hand in marriage in the first scene. Given that she does not 

speak during that scuffle, she is passive both in words and action. Indeed, Leigh’s performance 

indicates a disturbing parallel between the scenes, in which Lavinia’s consent is made entirely 

arbitrary, so the threat of  rape is somehow nonconsequential.   

Interestingly, audiences favored many of  the textual changes or cuts made from 

Shakespeare’s original play in the performance. According to J. C. Trewin, “Lavinia’s mutilation was 
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not insisted on, and she did not hold that dreadful bowl between her stumps. But enough remained 

for us to acknowledge a collector's rare primitive” (qtd. in Metz 162). Here, the reviewer is referring 

to the following stage direction from the original play: “Enter TITUS ANDRONICUS with a knife, 

and LAVINIA with a basin” (5.2.165 SD). This particular cut, while it is entirely essential to 

demonstrating Lavinia’s empowerment in aiding her father in seeking revenge against her attackers, 

is commended for not exacerbating what the reviewer seems to view as gratuitous violence. 

However, cutting this direction is another example of  silencing her; arguably, her most courageous 

act is assisting her father in carrying out revenge against Chiron and Demetrius, so to take that 

action away from her further renders her helpless. Again, she stands idly by as her male relatives 

exact revenge on her behalf. 

Descriptions given of  Lavinia’s costuming and appearance after her attack are most 

disquieting, and these descriptions are corroborated by photographs from the performance. 

According to David, Lavinia reappeared onstage as follows: 

Who could forget the return of  the ravishers with Lavinia? They bring her through the leafy 

arch that was the central pillar and leave her standing there, right arm outstretched and head 

drooping away from it, left arm crooked with the wrist at her mouth. Her hair falls in 

disorder over face and shoulders, and from wrist and wrist-and-mouth trail scarlet streamers, 

symbols of  her mutilation. (qtd. in Metz 162) 

Despite David’s claim, Lavinia does not appear at all disordered and/or disheveled in this 

production; in fact, she appears meticulously stylized. Figures 1 and 2 depict Olivier and Leigh as 

Titus and Lavinia, respectively, in the scenes immediately following the attack: 
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      Figure 1              Figure 2 

Figure 2 depicts the scene in which Marcus brings Lavinia to her father and reveals her fate, while 

Figure 1 depicts the scene immediately following Lavinia’s attack. Lavinia does not at all appear 

“disorder[ed],” nor is her head “drooping.” Instead, as Tynan suggests, Lavinia only appears “mildly 

annoy[ed]” or perhaps slightly upset. There is also no indication that her tongue has been removed; 

it is likely audience members who were not familiar with the play would only gain this knowledge 

from Marcus’s dialogue—if  those lines were not cut.  

 In these scenes, and perhaps in the scenes that follow, Lavinia appears graceful, elegant, and 

Madonna-like (to reference my earlier point). While this appearance may have placated Brook’s 

contemporaries who were sensitive to the possibility of  seeing blood and gore on stage—and I 

would argue that one would be amiss to assume that Titus could have the same impact without those 

elements—it ultimately relegates Lavinia to the role of  object in the play’s grand narrative. She still 

suffers immensely at the hands of  Chiron and Demetrius, but the impact of  that suffering is almost 
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entirely lost to the audience, who is incapable of  seeing such a beautiful and submissive woman as 

capable of  autonomy, much less suffering. 

 

Conclusion 

Following Brook’s adaptation of  Titus Andronicus in 1955, the 1980s saw two more contemporary 

adaptations of  Titus Andronicus. The first, a televised version produced for the BBC in 1985, was 

directed by Jane Howell. The Arden Shakespeare notes that “its particular strength was in its viewing 

of  violent male public rituals through the eyes of  a child, Young Lucius” (63n1). The second, which 

debuted at the Swan in Stratford-upon-Avon in 1987 and continued on to a successful European 

tour, was directed by Deborah Warner.  

This performance, unlike Brook’s, did not shy away from the gore and violence that 

audiences expect of  the “gory gala night” that is Titus (qtd. in Ellis). The Arden notes that Warner’s 

production depicted the moments following Lavinia’s last nights of  dialogue as follows: “Chiron 

(Richard McCabe) picked her up bodily, obscenely stuffing one hand between her legs; the sounds 

of  the rape were heard from offstage” (179n186.2). Figure 3 shows Titus and Lavinia together after 

Marcus discovered her in the woods: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 
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Figure 3 depicts Sonia Ritter as Lavinia and Brian Cox as Titus in Warner’s production. While it may 

seem that this image is shocking enough, Warner sought a consistent level of  shock value 

throughout the performance: “It was said that the stage managers kept a tally of  the number of  

people who fainted at each performance, and a St. John’s Ambulance was always present” (Morris). 

It may seem that this hyper-grotesque approach to the play may diminish the gravity of  Lavinia’s fate 

by sensationalizing her assault, but the nature of  the crime requires realistic representation. As 

previously mentioned, individuals who have been victims of  rape and crimes of  a sexual nature have 

difficulty articulating their experiences, even without a physical hindrance such as Lavinia’s. As such, 

in order for the audience to recognize Lavinia’s plight, it must be performed in vivid and gory detail. 

To be clear, I am not suggesting that Warner’s production catapults Lavinia to a point of  

overcoming silencing and recovering subjectivity; the source text disallows for such a fantastical 

reading. Rather, I am suggesting that productions such as Warner’s illuminates the extent to which 

Lavinia is literally, metaphorically, and systemically veiled. 

Further, the alternative to sensationalizing Lavinia’s attack is to have a performance like 

Brook’s, which suppresses Lavinia’s suffering in order to preserve the supposed dignity and comfort 

of  audience members. Intriguingly, performances that purport to value civility over gratuitous 

violence do not cut such violent scenes as that in which Titus orders Alarbus’s execution or the 

deplorable banquet scene that closes out the play; these scenes remain intact, although with perhaps 

a bit less fake blood tossed around the stage. This selective suppression speaks volumes about an 

audience that can sit comfortably while a young woman is brutally raped and dismembered, but 

takes issue when the reality of  such an attack is made apparent onstage. Performances should bring 

audience members to the point of  fainting, or at least to the point of  shock and awe. It is only 

through shock and awe that the common theatergoer may be forced to reckon with their own part in 

the circumstances that allow for Lavinia’s victimization. 
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The fact that Lavinia’s assault is seen as that which stands between a common theatergoer 

and a pleasant viewing experience calls into question every theatergoer’s internal biases about what 

acts of  violence are seen as valid to depict onstage. Further, it calls into question the nature of  

performed violence and its function in the theater. Violence does not need to be depicted onstage 

merely for the sake of  violence—violence can and should be depicted onstage to address the social 

and political pressures that allowed that violence to take place, and that allowed the suffering parties 

to be victimized. Warner’s adaptation overtly addresses this, as does Ravenscroft’s and Brook’s, 

although more subtly; gender politics are deeply entwined with political and social understandings of  

state power, and to violate these politics is to violate carefully crafted conceptions of  statehood and 

civility.  

It is through displaying violence onstage that audiences can begin to answer the question of  

why Lavinia is veiled. She is actively veiled at the play’s onset, merely making an appearance to 

congratulate her father on his successful military campaign. She is veiled as her father and her 

prospective husbands deliberate on who she will marry. She is veiled as she pleads with Tamora to 

kill her rather than to allow her to be brutalized by her sons. She is veiled in the incredibly poignant 

moment when she makes herself  bare—the moment that she turns around and shows Marcus what 

happened to her. 

That lady is veiled because Rome and other systems that govern demand that she be so. She 

is given value through her embodied experience, and she must be reminded of  this fact through her 

veiling. This veil serves as a barrier between her true subjective self  and the world that determines 

her worth and assigns her objectivity. Through this veil, she is made submissive through methods of  

policing and punishment. Even if  she meets these standards imposed on her, she may never 

recuperate her “shame,” nor her father’s “sorrow,” except in death (5.3.46). In Titus Andronicus, only 

death offers salvation from Lavinia’s wilderness of  tigers. 
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